In Literacy we will be:













Looking at the features of biographies
and autobiographies
Writing biographies of famous Roman
figures.
Using a variety of punctuation in our
writing.
Developing soliloquys in the form of
Roman soldiers using variety of literary
techniques such as simile and
metaphor.
Develop planning skills for our writing.
Recap on writing full sentences with
correct use of basic punctuation.
Looking at a range of interesting
sentence openers in our writing.
Continuously developing our cursive
handwriting.
Developing our descriptive writing to
write about different settings.
Looking at adjectives and expanded
noun phrases.
Using VIPERS in our guided reading
sessions to develop skills relating to
Vocabulary, Inference, Prediction,
Explain, Retrieval, Sequencing.

In Science we will be learning about the
Digestive System looking at;






Understand the digestive process and
the journey food goes through.
Making predictions and evaluations.
Creating food chains which show the
transfer of energy from one organism
to another.
Recognising a healthy diet and healthy
eating options.

In Computing we will be:







Learning how to conduct ourselves online.
Define cyberbullying
Explain what it is to be a good digital citizen
Identify what information to keep private online,
Understand why some people are hurt by messages
online.
Identify factors that affect the ranking of search
results.

In our Mathematics learning the class will be
looking at:
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In PSHE we will be learning about:



Exploring what is meant by our learning culture and
growth mind-set.
Monitoring our own zones of regulations and
developing strategies to help us with our feelings.

In History and Geography we will be learning about:




In P.E we will be learning about:




Performing basic netball passes
Use space effectively in games
Develop netball skills such as marking and footwork.

Comparing and ordering numbers
to 10,000
Learning key Roman Numerals to
100.
Leaning our times tables to 12x12
Recognising the place value of each
digit in four-digit numbers.
Counting forwards and backwards
in 1,000s from any number.
Rounding numbers.
Reading through worded problems
and answering using evidence to
support our answers.
Leaning about negative numbers.




The lives of past Roman Emperors and rebels.
Understanding the phrases of Ancient Roman
from kingdoms to republic, to Empire.
Organising key dates in chronological order
from BCE to CE.
Researching the growth of the Roman Empire
to its demise.
Using maps, atlases and globes to identify
different countries, continents and oceans.

In our R.E topic ‘Beginning with God’ we will be looking and
learning about:





How God is revealed to us.
that the belief in One God can be found in the Old
Testament.
Why metaphors are used to describe God.
What the Trinity is, and how the belief in the trinity
developed in the lifetime of Jesus AND after he
ascended into heaven.

In our Art and Design, we will
be:



Shading still life
objects.
Studying work of
famous past artists.

In our French:





Numbers
1-31
Months
Dates
Birthday
song

